FACT SHEET

entervo Data Export Package
Highest level of flexibility for your own data warehouse
At a glance
The entervo data export package provides data from the entervo parking management solution for further processing by
3rd party systems.
This enables the parking operator to process and analyse the
data in his own data warehouse or in his accounting and
reporting systems.
Through the precise analysis of
all financial and operational
aspects of the entervo system,
a key factor for the successful
management of parking space
is used and ensures the company's success.

Details
Highlights
 Comprehensive portfolio of export files as an out-of-the-box
solution

 Emptying/Filling of automatic
pay stations

 Information is pre-processed in
the entervo system to provide
the essential information for
your data warehouse

 Contract parker data

 Cash status of automatic pay
stations
 entervo user/cashier data
 Card productions

 Easy to import into 3rd party
systems as based on standard
semicolon separated text format

 System event information

 Extensive customer documentation

 Shift information with link information to S&B settlements

 Perfect complement to other
products such as entervo Report
Catalogue or entervo Analytics

 Aggregation file for load verification and KPIs

Export files
The “entervo Data Export Package”
will generate a large number of export files containing information
such as:
 Single entry, exit and drive
through parking transaction
 Transactions summary of each
individual parking customer
 Occupancy status information
 Payment, credit card and validation transactions
 Entry and exit transactions for
counting
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 System geometry (configuration) data

Export interval
Export files are generated on a
nightly basis on the entervo cell
or management computer (cash
status of APS on hourly basis.)
These files can then be picked up
by a 3rd party system and processed for purposes such as a data warehouse, own reports etc.
Documentation
For further details please refer to
our extensive English specification
“entervo Data Export Package Customer” which includes a description of all export files, overall
file structure and export file examples for each type.
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Benefits
Increased flexibility
Quick and easy provision of
key figures
Worldwide availability
Easy to process as based on
standard CSV text format
Supporting super cells and
management computers

Minimum Requirements
entervo V2R4M14
Previous V2R4 versions require manual configuration

Restrictions
Layout and contents of
export files are standardised
and cannot be customised
All export files will be generated on a daily basis (24h).
Accordingly, it cannot be used
for ad-hoc data analysis.
Files need to be retrieved
and deleted by the 3rd party
system
Standardised date format:
DD.MM.YYYY HH24:MI:SS,
all money values without
comma e.g. 100 = 1 €
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